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Review of selected Survey Responses

This survey was focused on individuals who instruct at High Performance Driving Events
 There were 114 Survey responses 
 Some respondents did not answer all questions

1Compiled by David DuBois  - MSF Level 2 



Where are the survey respondents from?

2



How many years have you been instructing?

3

40% are “new”

24%

36%



How many events do you typically instruct at 
each year?
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32% of instructors work up to 
6 events each year

30% of instructors work between 
7 and 9 events each year



How many different HPDE organizations do 
you instruct for, or help out with?
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70% work with 4 or less 
organizations 



What organizations do you work with?
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70% work with 4 or less 
organizations

* Organizations with less than 12 
instructors are not shown 



Which instructor training schools or 
certification programs have you completed? 
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~40% have a single certification

10% have more than 5 certifications

* Organization Certifications with less than 5 
instructors are not shown 



Are you comfortable working with these 
students as an instructor?

8

An additional 16 said it 
would depend on the client

An additional 26 said it 
would depend on the client

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Depends

Depends

Depends

An additional 33 said it 
would depend on the client



How interested are you in discussing or 
learning about managing Aggressive Students 
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Represents 86% of the responses



How interested are you in learning more 
about instructing in high-powered cars 
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Also represents 86% of the 
responses



How interested are you in learning more 
about on-track emergencies 
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Represents 84% of the responses



Do you have a data acquisition system in your 
own car? If so, how do you use it? 
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Represents 100% of the responders

36% (42 responders) can teach other students using just data traces



Do you have a head and neck restraint that you use 
when instructing in a student car with three-point belts 
(e.g., Simpson Hybrid S)? 
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